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Springfield 1911a1 Serial Number Lookup

007XXX to 020XXX SOME receivers made from AISI 4140 alloy steel The elevation serrations wear prematurely but can be
repaired using an elevation disk.. Note that the hand polishing served to enhance the aesthetic appearance but did not add to the
functional ability of the M1A receiver.. 62-mm marking on the receiver heel 000567 to 000708 Within this serial number range,
Valley Ordnance Co.. 038XXX About this time, large quantities of USGI M14 parts are imported into the United States and
become available on the surplus market.. Serial NumbersLee Emerson has made the following M1A Serial Number Comments
:000001 to 003700 Texas era receivers tend to exhibit one or more dimensional flaws as identified by retired M14 gunsmith Art
Luppino.

Based on this output, the highest receiver serial number while Springfield Armory, Inc.. 000567 to 000708 Within this serial
number range Springfield armory serial number lookup I am confused about the shotgun's serial number.. 0093XX A
commercial unlined standard profile barrel, a commercial bolt and a commercial operating rod are used in the assembly of this
standard model M1A.. The bottom side ridge was removed from the design as part of the changes made for economic reasons..
Springfield armory serial number lookup I am confused about the shotgun's serial number.. since Mr Smith was loyal to his
suppliers Valley Ordnance did the finish machining on cast semi-finished cartridge clip guides supplied to the firm.

springfield armory serial number lookup

springfield armory serial number lookup, springfield m1a serial number lookup, springfield m1 serial number lookup,
springfield trapdoor serial number lookup, springfield 1911 serial number lookup, springfield 1903 serial number lookup,
springfield xd serial number lookup, springfield armory m1a serial number lookup, springfield model 67 serial number lookup,
springfield armory 1903 serial number lookup, springfield serial number lookup, springfield serial number lookup 1911,
springfield serial number lookup xds, springfield serial number lookup garand, springfield shotgun serial number lookup,
springfield rifle serial number lookup

Close up of right side frame markings 'UNITED STATES PROPERTY' over the serial number with 'M1911A1 U.. 1911 Serial
Number LookupIthaca 1911a1 Serial Number LookupColt 1911 Serial Number LookupSpringfield Armory 1911 A1 Ww
Serial Number LookupColt 1911a1 Serial Number LookupSerial number ranges for the production years of M1903 Springfield,
including Springfield Armory, Rock Island Arsenal, Remington, and Smith-Corona production.. These receivers are serviceable,
no other issues reported 007XXX to 037XXX Springfield Armory, Inc.. 0630XX 7 62mm caliber marking is on the receiver
heel. was located in Texas is estimated at about 004075 004357 to 004379 January 01, 1976: In this serial number range, a
factory one year limited warranty is in force after the initial purchase of a rifle.

springfield m1 serial number lookup

000001 to 063XXX Receivers machined by Valley Ordnance Co were given a lot of hand grinding and polishing by Melvin
Smith.. Springfield 1911a1 Serial Number Lookup 4/27/2018 admin Energyrad web fc2 com› Springfield 1911a1 Serial
Number Lookup.. As Melvin Smith moved to semi-retirement the receiver surfaces noted above were finished by machine..
Specifically, these areas were: 1) the exterior heel corners on the sides 2) the flat surface aft of the operating rod channel 3) the
top surface of the left receiver wall from the cartridge clip guide to the barrel ring 4) the vertical surface on the right side
behind the cartridge clip guide all the way back including the windage knob ear 5) the left side of the barrel ring forward of the
horizontal scope mount groove 6) the magazine well aft of the feed lips and 7) the top surface of the barrel ring after all
machining operations that located off the barrel ring had been done.. Springfield Armory, Inc and other firearms related
businesses buy large quantities of these USGI parts.
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002903 Lowest documented serial number (complete rifle) shipped from Springfield Armory, Inc.. 002884 to 010048 At some
point in this serial number range, the receiver design was changed to incorporate a hemispherical cut in the windage knob ear
outboard side (commercial NM rear sight).. This cosmetic detailing is evident as late as M1A serial number 062857 but was no
longer being done by serial number 064922.. Remington Rand M1911A1 serial number 984284 - right side profile Close-up of
cross cannons ordnance mark on the right rear of the frame, to the right of the hammer pin.. Springfield Serial Number Lookup
1911. in Texas 002884 Receiver heel rear end wall centerline thickness is 5/16 “ Serial numbers after this have noticeably less
steel cut away in the bolt raceways after of the cartridge clip guide.. becomes the casting supplier of M1A receivers 002010
Receiver left side connector lock hole is still missing.. For example, the magazine well on M1A receivers was cut and broached
by machine tool after Mr.. I did uncover some information on the barrel with the number 7791193 It is a USGI replacement part
most likely manufactured by Colt.. Springfield Armory, Inc in Texas assembled about 2000 complete rifles using USGI parts
before it was sold to Bob Reese (Geneseo, IL).. 000049 Receiver left side connector lock hole is missing Receiver heel rear end
wall centerline thickness is ¼ “.. 002903 Lowest documented serial number (complete rifle) shipped from Springfield Armory,
Inc.. I remember I used to access it through a link on trapdoorcollector com I can no longer find the link on Al's site and none of
my web searches are producing anything fruitful.. in Texas 003700 Highest documented serial number for receiver production
while Springfield Armory, Inc.. Receiver heel rear end wall centerline thickness is ¼ “ 000377 Highest observed serial number
with 7.. Springfield Armory, Inc in Texas assembled about 2000 complete rifles using USGI parts before it was sold to Bob
Reese (Geneseo, IL).. Springfield Armory, Inc in Texas was sold around November 01, 1974 to Bob Reese in Illinois.. Hillside
Manufacturing machined reproduction operating rods, trigger housings, flash suppressors, bolts, operating rod spring guides and
barrels.. located in Geneseo, IL 002877 Highest documented serial number (complete rifle) shipped from Springfield Armory,
Inc.. 080 ' to the rear to prevent possible damage to the bolt roller 001XXX to 002XXX Gray-Syracuse, Inc.. in Texas 002884
Receiver heel rear end wall centerline thickness is 5/16 “ Serial numbers after this have noticeably less steel cut away in the bolt
raceways after of the cartridge clip guide.. 030061 Receiver heel rear end wall centerline thickness is 3/8 “ 0343XX Highest
observed serial number with receiver bottom side right hand ridge.. 007041 A commercial unlined standard profile barrel and a
commercial operating rod used to build standard model M1A.. This cosmetic detailing is evident as late as M1A serial number
062857 but was no longer being done by serial number 064922.. located in Geneseo, IL 002877 Highest documented serial
number (complete rifle) shipped from Springfield Armory, Inc.. An additional 120 rifles were built for Elmer Ballance by
Glenn Nelson and Wayne Young before June 1974 using stripped or barreled receivers supplied by Elmer.. 000049 Receiver
left side connector lock hole is missing Receiver heel rear end wall centerline thickness is ¼ “.. The operating rod spring guides
were made from plate steel using a punch press with progressive dies.. becomes the casting supplier of M1A receivers 002010
Receiver left side connector lock hole is still missing.. Depending if the pistol is used the person before you could have taken a
G I Model and made it look like Loaded Model.. Colt Model 1911A1 U S Army 45 ACP - G H D Inspected Serial Number
1121296 Paul Krokovic Collection Colt M1911A1 U.. An additional 120 rifles were built for Elmer Ballance by Glenn Nelson
and Wayne Young before June 1974 using stripped or barreled receivers supplied by Elmer.. was located in Texas Valley
Ordnance Co resumed receiver production on September 21, 1974 at serial number 003701.. For example, the magazine well on
M1A receivers was cut and broached by machine tool after Mr.. 002884 to 010048 At some point in this serial number range,
the receiver design was changed to incorporate a hemispherical cut in the windage knob ear outboard side (commercial NM rear
sight).. Jan 27, 2010 is there a website, sticky or a thread available for finding out when a particular 1911 springfield was
manufactured?? I recently aqquired a what appears to be a springfield 1911 mil-spec.. Smith purchased Hillside Manufacturing
000011 Receiver left side connector lock hole is present.. was located in Texas Valley Ordnance Co resumed receiver
production on September 21, 1974 at serial number 003701.. As Melvin Smith moved to semi-retirement the receiver surfaces
noted above were finished by machine.. Smith purchased Hillside Manufacturing 000011 Receiver left side connector lock hole
is present.. I have tried to look it up but get confused by the number among models The serial falls in the gap of WWII guns so
despite the wear and tear, if I read it right, mine might have been made in 64/65 but I am nowhere near confident of that
assumption.. During July and August 1974, Valley Ordnance was completing 75 receivers per week.. in Illinois 003306 Highest
documented serial number (stripped receiver) shipped from Springfield Armory, Inc.. Ithaca and Remington Rands where not
manufactured or shipped in numerical order.. in Texas 003700 Highest documented serial number for receiver production while
Springfield Armory, Inc.. Jan 30, 2011 Help needed! A couple of years back I remember accessing a searchable database to
look up serial numbers by model for Springfield produced weapons from the civil war up to WWII.. S ARMY' to the right of
the slide stop pin I recently aqquired a what appears to be a springfield 1911 mil-spec.. Springfield Armory, Inc was awash in
USGI parts during this period Thus, factory built standard model M1A rifles in this serial number range were built with a very
high USGI parts count.. Spring crosscannons logo above the serial# -geneseo,il usa NM100,000 serial # Slide serations are
angled ejection port is lowered,but not flared magwell not beveled has mil-spec rear sight,but front is dovetailed stainless
barrel.. The reproduction bolts, operating rods and trigger housings were stamped at Valley Ordnance.. Specifically, these areas
were: 1) the exterior heel corners on the sides 2) the flat surface aft of the operating rod channel 3) the top surface of the left
receiver wall from the cartridge clip guide to the barrel ring 4) the vertical surface on the right side behind the cartridge clip
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guide all the way back including the windage knob ear 5) the left side of the barrel ring forward of the horizontal scope mount
groove 6) the magazine well aft of the feed lips and 7) the top surface of the barrel ring after all machining operations that
located off the barrel ring had been done.. 002068 Receiver left side connector lock hole reappears for good 002709 Lowest
known serial number (stripped receiver) sold by SA, Inc.. 038770 Highest observed factory built select fire model040XXX
Receiver was redesigned to move the barrel chamber slightly forward to increase bolt lock up time.. 080 ' to the rear to prevent
possible damage to the bolt roller 001XXX to 002XXX Gray-Syracuse, Inc.. It meant two less machining cuts but it also had the
benefit of a better fit with various makes of stocks.. 62-MM marking on the receiver heel 000440 Lowest observed serial
number with 7 62-mm marking on the receiver heel. d70b09c2d4 
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